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     For the past two weeks, 
the entire campus has been 
involved in a debate over 
same-sex marriages. The 
university recently hosted 
one of the state’s first same-
sex marriages of a professor 
and her partner. However, 
differing opinions surfaced 
when the SGA announced 
that they voted down a bill 
that would publicly state the 
Student Government Asso-
ciation supported same-sex 
marriage.
     Today, a new bill was 
passed that states: the 
Student Government Asso-
ciation of Montclair State 
University support[s] the 
LGBTQ community of Mont-
clair State University, their 
     The new book Double 
Down: Game Change 2012 
offers a prime example of 
the egotism that resides over 
the political gamut of today’s 
day and age. Bipartisanship 
is about as rare as Halley’s 
Comet, as reverence for an-
other politician is only actu-
alized if it is advantageous 
to both parties. We all know 
politicians have a license to 
exploit; not just the people, 
but also other politicians.
How 
“Double Down” 
reflects today’s 
political 
spectrum
     Dr. Steven Gimbel visited 
Montclair State University 
to present a lecture, “Jewish 
Science: The Nazi Campaign 
Against Einstein, Freud and 
other Jewish Thinkers,” on 
Monday, Nov. 4. 
     Dr. Gimbel is the chair-
person of the Philosophy 
Department and currently 
holds the Johnson Chair 
for Distinguished Teaching 
in the Humanities at Get-
tysburg College. He is the 
author of Einstein’s Jew-
ish Science: Physics at the 
Intersection of Politics and 
Religion. 
     Dr. Gimbel’s lecture was 
a part of a month-long se-
ries of events commemorat-
ing the 75th anniversary of 
the “Kristallnacht” (Night of 
Broken Glass). Kristallnacht 
was a night of pogroms, or 
     Presented by the College 
of Science and Mathematics, 
the Sustainability Seminar 
Series continued Tuesday 
afternoon with “an innova-
tive approach to costal res-
toration.” 
     The series of lectures, 
being popular in the past 
amongst students and facul-
ty alike, was brought to life 
with a presentation given Coast continued on Page 4.
by Lawrence Malizzi, vice 
president for Matrix New 
World Engineering. 
     Malizzi has been manag-
ing projects in habitat resto-
ration, waste management 
and wildlife rehabilitation 
since he first started at the 
company. 
     With his vast knowledge 
in the field of sustainability, 
Malizzi’s discussion focused 
on the “use of the eco-bag 
concept in living shorelines” 
and presented a great in-
sight into the world of costal 
recreation.
     Beginning his speech, 
Malizzi introduced the audi-
ence members to the future 
of environmental restora-
tion: the concept of the eco-
bag. 
      Being biodegradable bur-
lap or plastic self-contained 
packages, eco-bags are filled 
with Spartina alterniflora 
seedlings and custom-mixed 
     The MSU Vocal Accord, 
an extra curricular cham-
ber choir group, performed 
the music from the famous 
Legend of Zelda video game 
series at The Theater at 
Madison Square Garden on 
Nov. 1.
     Dr. Heather Buchanan, 
director and founder of the 
group, described the ex-
perience as a professional 
achievement for the stu-
dents involved.
     The group performed  a 
similar score of music from 
the video game franchise 
with 32 voices at the New 
Jersey Performing Arts 
Center in Newark. The pro-
ducer, conductor and orches-
tra were so impressed with 
the choir’s work that they 
wanted them to continue in-
terpreting the work.
   “This type of thing doesn’t 
happen often. It’s entirely 
unique. When we did the 
first performance in Aug-
sust, the choir was so amaz-
ing. The producer came up 
to me after the show and 
told me he thought the choir 
really digs this. It was one 
of those things where it’s 
the right place and the right 
Zelda continued on Page 4.
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Dr. Gimbel giving his Holocaust lec-
ture in Cohen Lounge.
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Members of Vocal Accord. Photo courtesy of Mike Peters.
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Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is urged to call the police 
station from any campus phone at T-I-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential. 
On Oct. 29
On Nov. 2
On Oct. 29 On Nov. 2
Student Charles Sandman IV, 18, of North 
Cape May, N.J., was arrested and charged 
with possession of marijuana while in 
Blanton Hall. Sandman IV is scheduled 
to appear in Little Falls Municipal Court. 
(building #48)
Non-student Christopher Mentuck, 23, of 
Somerville, N.J. was arrested after a motor ve-
hicle stop revealed that he had an outstanding 
warrant. Mentuck is scheduled for court in the 
jurisdiction where the warrant was issued. 
Non-student Ashley Truit, 28, of Mont-
clair, N.J. was arrested and charged with 
Driving While Intoxicated while on Val-
ley Road. Truitt is scheduled to appear 
in Montclair Municipal Court.
Student Theodore McGurrin, 19, of 
Sparta, N.J. was charged with under-
age possession of alcohol while in Bohn 
Hall. McGurrin is scheduled to appear 
in Little Falls Municipal Court. 
(building #47)
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Students John Wenzel, 18, of Warwick, N.Y. and a 
juvenile were arrested and charged with posses-
sion of marijuana, intent to distribute and drug 
paraphernalia in Bohn Hall. Wenzel is scheduled 
to appear in Clifton Municipal Court. (building 
#47)
On Nov. 4
Students Jordan Stella, 19, of Ewing, 
N.J. and Joseph Gambino, 19, of Law-
renceville, N.J. were charged with under-
age possession of alcohol while in Mills 
Hall. Both parties are scheduled to ap-
pear in Little Falls Municipal Court. 
(building #62)
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This Week: Underground Pets on Campus
Special Reports
     A chewed up fuzzy toy 
mouse sticks out beneath an 
unmade dorm room bed. To 
the right is a tiny, purple, 
plush cushion, now unused, 
but still covered with grey 
cat hair. 
 “I’ve had my cat home 
since October,” said Chris-
tina Cangelosi, 21, of Asbury 
Park and resident Nutrition 
& Dietetics student at Mont-
clair State University.
     “I keep forgetting to take 
his stuff back, too,” she said, 
“but it’s comforting to see it 
all still here. ”  
 While there is no offi-
cial headcount because of its 
secretive nature, Cangelosi 
was once part of a group of 
students who have tried or 
still attempt to hide pets 
on campus because of the 
pet prohibition at Montclair 
State.
    Six animals, from cats to 
hamsters, are living in Mont-
clair State’s Machuga Heights 
dorm building alone. 
     Kevin P. Schafer, the As-
sistant Director for Housing 
Assignments, says the uni-
versity only knows of  “three 
animals on campus: one ser-
vice animal and two support 
animals.” 
     He is not aware of the 
presence of other animals on 
campus.
 A service animal, as 
defined by Montclair State 
University’s Service and 
Support Animal Policy, is a 
“dog that is individually and 
specially trained to perform 
specific work or a specific 
task for the direct benefit of 
an individual with a disabil-
ity.” 
     The same policy defines 
an emotional support animal 
as an animal, not necessarily 
a dog, which plays “a part in 
the treatment and/or recov-
ery of an individual with a 
disability.” 
     Emotional support animals 
must be approved to live in 
the dorms at Montclair State. 
Physicians or mental health 
care professionals must rec-
ommend these animals as 
well. 
     Donna M. Barry, the Di-
rector of the University 
Health Center, believes that 
these are the only animals 
that should be on campus be-
cause they “will actually sup-
port students who require 
[them].” 
     Jose Mercedes, a 27-year-
old army veteran and senior, 
lives in the Village with his 
emotional support animal, a 
pit bull named Sedes.    
     The dog was recommended 
by a doctor to help Mercedes 
deal with his post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD) and 
loss of one of his arms. 
     “The meds don’t help 
[much],” he says, “but the 
emotional support from 
Sedes is something else. It’s 
awesome to have someone at 
home waiting for you with 
love.” 
     Though service and sup-
port animals are the only 
legally authorized animals, 
there are still cats, dogs and 
other small pets illegally 
harbored at Montclair State 
University. 
     Taylor Perri, a 20-year-old 
sophomore, from Marlton, is 
a sophomore, has been keep-
ing her eight-month-old cat, 
Lily, in her dorm room in 
Machuga Heights since Sep-
tember. 
     According to Perri, she 
simply had to wrap Lily in a 
blanket and to place her into 
a purse in order to bring the 
cat into the dorm building. 
     To take care of her pet’s 
needs, Perri says she “[loads] 
up on food and usually [buys] 
a huge bag [of kitty litter], 
which I stick in a bin that 
you can rent at the front desk 
and wheel it past…[the CAs] 
have no idea.” 
     Aside from her cat, Perri 
says she knows of three ham-
sters and one another cat re-
siding in her building. 
     Many students often move 
off-campus so they can be 
with their pets. 
     Janelle Alfonso, 20, is a 
commuter from Secaucus. 
She moved off-campus and 
rented a house of her own 
with five other girls during 
her junior year so she could 
live with her dog, Harley who 
is a “Morkie,” a hybrid of a 
Maltese and a Yorkshire Ter-
rier. 
     “I felt so awful seeing him 
only once every two weeks 
and that’s why I got my own 
house,” she said. “I see him 
everyday now…and I’m pay-
ing less, too!” 
     Eckerd College in St. Pe-
tersburg, Fla., has a popula-
tion of about 1,820 students 
and is one of less than 20 
institutions in the United 
States that allows its resi-
dents to keep their family 
pets with them on campus. 
     Eckerd College is one school 
that is unique in its leniency 
towards other animals. The 
college permits pets like cats, 
dogs, fish, amphibians, rep-
tiles, hamsters and the like.
    “I think having pets on 
campus is a terrible idea,” 
said Casey Coleman, a Com-
munity Advisor for the apart-
ment-like dormitories, Hawk 
Crossings.
     “I’ve seen some people who 
have stacks of garbage in 
their room, so I can’t fathom 
adding a pet into the mix…
[plus],” he said, “with class 
responsibilities and time 
commitments, it can be dan-
gerous.” 
     Dr. Stephen L. Zawis-
towski, executive vice presi-
dent and Science Advisor for 
the American Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to Ani-
mals (ASPCA), has gradually 
become an advocate for pets 
on campus, despite criticism 
surrounding the newly evolv-
ing topic. 
     “There would be less of a 
problem with abandonment, 
etc. if pets were permitted 
and a system was put in 
place to keep track of them 
and monitor their health and 
behavior,” he said. 
     Zawistowski suggests mi-
crochip insertion for schools 
looking to create pet pro-
grams. Pets with microchips 
inside them would be fol-
lowed to make sure they are 
under student supervision 
and are safe. 
     The Centers for Disease 
Control’s website outlines all 
the diseases, called zoonoses, 
which can be passed from ani-
mal to humans. Though most 
kinds vary between species, 
there are a few prevalent dis-
eases.
     
     Read more about under-
ground pets on the papers 
website: themonclarion.org.
    
  This piece was part of Pro-
fessor Hollander’s Feature 
Writing class in Spring 2013.
allies and those who take 
positive action toward simi-
lar campaigns as the Human 
Rights campaign, whom urge 
fairness, security and equal-
ity, through their support of 
undeniable natural and civil 
rights, which pertain to all 
members within our entire 
campus community.
     The initial bill which en-
dorsed same-sex marriage, 
was voted down for a few 
reasons, according to leg-
islators. These reasons es-
sentially stated that it was 
not the SGA’s place to take a 
stance on an issue that didn’t 
directly effect students. How-
ever, some legislators also 
believed that passing this 
bill endorsed more of a politi-
cal agenda.
     “What the court did in New 
Jersey [in regards to stating it 
was unconstitutional to deny 
same-sex couples the right to 
marry] was strictly political,” 
said SGA legislator Vincent 
Stevens. “It was three weeks 
before the gubernatorial de-
bate, putting Chris Christie 
in a bind.”
     The wording of the origi-
nal bill was also deemed too 
political, specifically calling 
out Christie and decisions of 
the government.
     Stevens also pointed out 
that the passage of this bill 
allegedly would cause hate 
crimes or bullying. “People 
gave anonymous threats of 
possible bullying if this bill 
was passed,” said Stevens. 
“I think the passage of this 
bill would have been reverse 
bullying, and the people who 
didn’t support this would 
have been looked down 
upon.”
     However, the original bill 
was voted down by the leg-
islation in a 22-15 vote, but 
the method of voting was 
ruled unconstitutional. It 
was stated that the bill was 
originally voted down be-
cause it required a two-thirds 
vote, when in reality it only 
needed a majority. It passed 
on to the judicial branch for 
review, which is where it was 
voted down.
     The judicial branch re-
viewed the original bill with 
personal and professional 
lawyers, who advised the 
branch to deem the bill un-
constitutional for two rea-
sons. According to legislator 
Luca Azzara, during the SGA 
meeting, a member of the 
judicial branch claimed that 
the IRS representative and 
lawyers advised the SGA to 
not take this political stance. 
If they took this stance, they 
would not remain tax exempt 
as an organization.
     “The judicial’s action, 
whether one agrees or not, 
was in the best interest of 
the student government and 
the students of Montclair in 
the interest of protecting tax-
exempt status,” said Ferdi-
nando Palumbo, SGA Attor-
ney General.
     Stevens also added that 
a legislator challenged the 
ruling of the original bill, but 
his appeal was a week late, 
so it was declared unconsti-
tutional. “You cannot appeal 
a bill that has already been 
decided upon, so his appeal 
was void since the bill had al-
ready failed,” explained Ste-
vens. “You must appeal by 
the end of the meeting.”
     For these reasons, the 
original bill was deemed un-
constitutional by the judicial 
branch and is no longer al-
lowed to be reviewed. Howev-
er, the new bill was brought 
forward after the old one was 
brought down.
     “The bill was amended a 
lot, which pleased me,” said 
Stevens, who was also one of 
the legislators in opposition 
of the original bill. “It took 
out all of the federal and state 
government and was no lon-
ger politically charged. This 
was to prove that we have a 
vibrant LGBT community on 
campus that the SGA fully 
supports.”
     Azzara, one of the au-
thors of the new bill, said he 
is proud that his bill passed. 
“As a member, I was upset 
about the amount of nega-
tive feedback from the previ-
ous bill. I think the negative 
backlash against the author 
of the [original] bill, eboard 
and the legislator as a whole 
who were individually at-
tacked was unfair. This bill 
was created to positively 
move forward and to prove 
that the SGA supports every 
community on this campus.”
     Although the SGA now 
publicly endorses the LG-
BTQ community, students 
are still unsure of their opin-
ions. One of the main reasons 
that the original bill did not 
go through was because they 
needed to avoid taking a po-
litical stance to save their tax 
exemption status. Some stu-
dents disagree.
      “What the SGA fails to 
realize is that they would not 
loose their tax exemption,” 
said Johanna Durazzi, ac-
tive supporter of the LGBTQ 
community.“They would lose 
an exempt if they endorsed 
a political campaign, not a 
political stance. An example 
would be how they recently 
passed the N.J. dream act, a 
controversial political stance 
talking about illegal im-
migrants, that hasn’t even 
passed in the state.”
     Last semester, the SGA 
passed a bill supporting the 
Dream Act. However, Ste-
vens says the Dream Act is 
another issue. “It is some-
thing that is relevant to what 
is happening on our campus 
now,” said Stevens. “They did 
it as something that more 
had to do with money and 
people trying to receive an 
education.”
     Other students agree and 
do not think it’s fair for the 
SGA to endorse some things 
and not others. “I think its 
completely ridiculous that 
SGA would lose its tax exempt 
for endorsing same sex mar-
riage,” said Greg McManus, 
junior. “You can’t support the 
LGBTQ community and not 
same sex marriage. The two 
are intertwined causes and 
you either support both or 
you support neither.”
     Some students did agree 
with the SGA’s deicison. “I 
understand the SGA’s deci-
sion to not support same-sex 
marriage while still support-
ing the LGBTQ community,” 
said Michael Klein, a member 
of the LGBTQ community. 
“They want to stay apolitical 
with this situation and not 
step on anyone’s toes. This is 
an issue that’s more global-
based than student-based.”
     A member of Spectrums 
said that the organization 
did not wish to make a com-
ment on this issue.
      Although the SGA passed 
this bill as an attempt to 
show their support for the 
LGBTQ community, some 
students are not convinced. 
With all the events that have 
happened on our campus, in-
cluding one of Jersey’s first 
same-sex marriages, this 
issue is sure to be a debate 
that will live on in Montclair 
State for a long time.
SGAContinued from page 1
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MSU Votes On 
Home Turf
Ethan Fria
News Editor
ScienceContinued from page 1
HolocaustContinued from page 1
Students voting in Machuga Hieghts. The Montclarion| Claudia Ko
coordinated attacks, on Jews 
in Nazi Germany that took 
place from Nov. 9 to Nov. 10 
in 1938. Ninety-one Jews 
were killed in the attacks 
and 30,000 were arrested and 
sent to concentration camps. 
     Dr. Michael Kogan of 
Montclair State’s Religion 
and Philosophy Department 
introduced Dr. Gimbel. Dr. 
Kogan prefaced the lecture 
by reminding the audience 
that Adolf Hitler waged two 
wars — one on the battlefield 
against the Allies and anoth-
er against the Jews. “Part of 
Hitler’s war on the Jews was 
his war on Jewish science,” 
Dr. Kogan said. He explained 
how the Jewish thinkers who 
escaped, like Albert Einstein 
and Sigmund Freud, contrib-
uted significantly to modern 
science and civilization.  
    Dr. Gimbel began his lec-
ture by revisiting the period 
from 1844 to the end of World 
War I. 1844 was a year of al-
most simultaneous revolu-
tions across Europe, but they 
were not limited politically. 
     The period saw revolu-
tions in all aspects of human 
thought, from mathematics 
to the arts. Dr. Gimbel point-
ed out that Jewish scientists, 
philosophers and artists 
were at the forefront of many 
of these revolutions. 
     “When modernism began 
to take hold, Jews grabbed 
onto it,” Dr. Gimbel said, “be-
cause the freedom that came 
with this modern point of 
view was really the freedom 
for them to free themselves.” 
New ideas of the period like 
human equality and equal-
ity before the law were very 
attractive to European Jews 
who had been subject to per-
secution and anti-Semitic 
laws for hundreds of years, 
according to Dr. Gimbel.
   Dr. Gimbel explained the 
mechanics of Einstein’s the-
ory of relativity and how it 
led to a revolution in human 
understanding of physics. 
This revolution of thought 
was considered over-intellec-
tualized and useless “Jewish 
science” by its opponents, the 
pro-Nazi physicists of the 
Aryan physics movement.
     Dr. Gimbel examined how 
Einstein’s thought process 
was similar to how rabbis are 
trained to study with a part-
ner. Once partnered, the rab-
bis pick sides of argument, ar-
gue and then switch sides to 
prevent them from becoming 
stuck in one perspective and 
missing some deeper truth. 
Similarly, Einstein’s work 
often compared contrasting 
ideas and then drew his own 
deeper conclusion, according 
to Dr. Gimbel.
      He stressed that his 
claim was not that Einstein’s 
thought process was a causa-
tion of his Jewish ancestory, 
but rather said, “Isn’t it in-
teresting that he thinks that 
way—and he’s Jewish?”
      The lecture was well-re-
ceived by the Montclair State 
students.
     “I enjoyed it. It really made 
you think,” said student Cha-
na Hurwitz.
     “He put an interesting twist 
on Nazi hatred of Jews,” said 
student Zahava Picado. 
soil. When placed in receding 
coastal sites, the bags are de-
signed to create marshes, re-
store wetlands and stabilize 
eroding shorelines. 
     In other words, the eco-
bags are used to “jumpstart 
growth and survivability of 
once endangered” sites while 
counteracting moderate wave 
action against the shore. 
     With “90 percent total cov-
er of native vegetation within 
one year,” coastal sites that 
have worn away over time 
have seen significant prog-
ress in using the eco-bags.
     Produced by the Restore 
the Earth Foundation, these 
Bay Saver, Gulf Saver and 
Dune Saver Bags are cur-
rently distributed across the 
country’s coastlines. Though 
facing much recognition to-
day, Malizzi went on to ex-
plain the troubles the eco-bag 
has faced in its development. 
     In its first site, over 900 
eco-bags were deployed, hop-
ing to restore the shoreline 
of Louisiana after the BP oil 
spill of 2010. Despite the suc-
cess of the eco-bags within 
the first nine months, Hur-
ricane Isaac’s 100 mile-per-
hour winds took all of the 
company’s progress along 
with it. 
     With this knowledge un-
der its belt, Matrix New 
World Engineering continues 
to be “realistic with these 
projects,” according to Mal-
izzi. Moving forward, the 
company will begin restora-
tion at a new site in Queen 
Anne’s County, Maryland. 
Beginning on Earth Day in 
2014, the project will aim 
to prove that the innovative 
Bay Saver Bags can survive 
a four-season climate. 
     Perhaps a more prominent 
future project of the company, 
the shoreline recreation in 
the Barnegat Bay Watershed 
will act in response to the 
coastal devastation brought 
on by superstorm Sandy. 
Pumping millions of pounds 
of sands out of Toms River, 
beach replenishment will be 
stabilized with Bay Saver 
Bags which will ensure res-
toration of the Jersey shore.
     Though “it’s intimidating 
when you get out there and 
see the erosion,” Malizzi left 
the audience at ease when 
it came to the issue of costal 
sustainability. Joseph Ca-
vera, a first year graduate 
student of the Sustainability 
Series, shared that Malizzi’s 
presentation was a “fairly ob-
jective representation of the 
[eco-bags]” which allowed 
the audience to see the prog-
ress of the product for them-
selves. 
     With coastal development 
increasing steadily and a call 
to action from superstorm 
Sandy, Malizzi’s part of the 
Sustainability Seminar Se-
ries could not have come 
at a more opportune time. 
Fortunately, in the words of 
Malizzi, “If you give grass a 
chance, it’s going to grow.And 
there’s no stopping it.”
Montclair State Updates
Real campus and local news with a funny twist
Machuga Heights opens their doors 
to student voters
•N.J. voted to increase the minimum wage by $1 starting Jan. 1. Mc-donald’s workers soon able to make it rain.
•Girls soccer and field hockey team ranked number one in the na-tion in their respective divisions. Male teams made no comment.•Recent reports show that students still keep non-authorized pets on campus despite it being against school policy. When asked why student respond, “This is my seeing-eye hamster.”
•Christie was elected for a second term as New Jersey governor, winning over oppo-nent, Barbara Buono by eight percent. Christie celebrates by switching to eight per-cent milk.
•Grown Ups 2 to be shown in the Rec Cen-ter on Friday. This marks a rare sighting of Adam Sandler and Kevin James in a gym.
•The Rathskeller-closed for a day last week due to plumbing issues. Experts believe the problem stemmed from the joint’s top selling product, the Ja-maican beef patties.
•Newly elected New-ark mayor Luis Quin-tana refuses to tweet or use Facebook, ac-cording to his AOL away message.
•In an attempt to add variety to the arena’s menu, the Prudential 
Center now offers five different types of hot dogs.
Tom Mika
Contributing Writer
Jordan Manglona
Contributing Writer
     Students were able to vote 
on campus for the first time 
during Tuesday’s general 
election. Machuga Heights 
opened the doors of its Mul-
tipurpose Room where they 
stationed voting booths for 
on-campus voters and tables 
for those who had to fill out 
absentee ballots.
     Shivaun Gaines, director 
of Government Relations, 
credited the schools progres-
sive action, saying, “I think 
this resonates with the ad-
ministration’s ability to have 
democracy for the students.”
     Students noted Mont-
clair’s ability to attract vot-
ers throughout the day.
     Bree Riles, a junior Fam-
ily and Child Studies major, 
said, “I think it’s really con-
venient. A lot of students 
don’t have the opportunity 
to go home because they live 
two or three hours away. 
There wasn’t a huge turnout 
in the beginning of the day, 
but as classes let out, more 
and more came to vote. There 
was a lot of students by the 
end.”
     
time,” Buchanan said.
     Buchanan described the 
advantages that a younger 
choir has when interpret-
ing this kind of music, say-
ing, “This was music that 
our students were better fit 
to perform; they’re younger 
and more versatile. Because 
they’re younger, they’re more 
open in their attitude.”
     These types of shows are 
great introductions for those 
who have never seen a live 
concert, according to Buch-
anan.
     This music, while meant 
for video games, is extremely 
nuanced and complex. 
     “Some of the music is re-
ally hard. It’s polyrythmnic 
and atonal,” Buchanan said.
     The performance featured 
music from an unreleased 
Zelda game as well. Buch-
anan says the performance 
was so authentic that, “any-
one who buys the game is not 
going to be as impressed with 
the music.”
     Buchanan accentuated 
the caliber of the Zelda mu-
sic, saying, “The sophistica-
tion of video game music and 
how it used in that medium 
started with Zelda. The mu-
sic in the games is part of the 
game itself, allowing players 
to immerse themselves in 
the music while playing the 
game.”
     The Vocal Accord per-
formed with a 40-voice choir 
for the MSG concert. They 
will be performing in March 
with a 30-voice choir. That 
concert will feature more tra-
ditional classical pieces in-
cluding Bach and Haydn.
     
ZeldaContinued from page 1
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Montclair-Graz Sister 
City Scholarship 
Undergraduates!  Spend a full academic year (Fall 2014 
through Spring 2015) abroad in beautiful Graz, Austria at 
one of three partner universities on full scholarship which 
includes full tuition, fees, room, and a stipend. Credits 
transfer back to Montclair State. Open to all majors. 
 
Information Sessions 
Tuesday, November 5th at 10:00am 
Friday, November 15th at 2:00pm 
Cohen Lounge, Dickson Hall 
RSVP for session: goo.gl/CtJ5PO 
 
Wednesday, November 6th at 2:00 pm 
Courtyard Lounge, University Hall 
A representative from the International Office at Karl-
Franzens University/University of Graz will be visiting 
campus available to answer any questions about living in 
Graz, or about Karl-Franzens, specifically.  Some exchange 
students from Graz may also be present. If you have 
questions the program or courses, this is a great 
opportunity for you! 
 
For more information and to apply, visit: goo.gl/3Rm6Qs 
$23.95
Yasmin Abboushi
Staff Writer
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           Feature
 What’s Trending
Work it Out: Styled and Suited
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Blazers can be casual too! Mix up a structured 
blazer in your comfy get up. It can instantly 
take from lazy to cool effortlessly.
Need a new way to mix up your rigid suit 
attire? Try pairing textured fabrics with a 
bold pattern. 
Don’t be afraid to mix neutrals: browns, 
blacks, greys and whites can work well if re-
peated in a consistent manner. 
For semi-casual professionals, try 
a chambray shirt with neutral chi-
nos and suede lace up boots. In cold 
weather, layer your shirt with a rich 
colored crewneck sweater.
White collared shirts can give you a dull 
look. Throw in a pop of color with a struc-
tured, greyscale outfit.
Mixing large and small prints can make your 
workwear look sophisticated and effortless. 
Ladies, widelegged trousers can be your friend! Bo-
nus points for matchy same patterned suit pieces.
     Jobs are not the same as they were 30 years ago. Actually, they’re not the same as they were ten years ago. The workforce is changing. Everyday, 
there’s a job out there we didn’t know about. Along with the evolution of our progressive workforce, work wear also reached the same reformist va-
riety. When we think of our typical work outfit, we envision the basic men’s or women’s suit. There’s a skirt or pant with a matching tailored blazer 
(most likely navy or black) and collared shirt. It’s dull and stiff. However, things have taken an unlikely twist. 
     Now, there are jobs where you don’t even need to wear a tie, let alone a suit. At Microsoft or Google, they encourage you to come in casual and cool. 
Unfortunately, there’s not much room for you aspiring doctors, lawyers or bankers. You can, however, mix up a patterned tie with a patterned shirt. 
Make a statement without having your outfit shout: “I don’t respect professionalism.” Fashion is and always will be infused in work wear, even if it 
is subliminal. Here are a few basic ideas for some professional yet stylish outfits you can pull off even at your nine-to-five cubicle job.
A hat paired with an oversized bag can really 
bring attention to your outfit while not being 
overtly obvious. 
Floral print capris along with a bright jacket can 
show your flashy side even in a working enviroment. 
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Kimberly Asman
Staff Writer
Building a Better Plate
Knowing what to eat to form a healthy meal can seem overwhelming, especially when eating in a place like the dining hall. Doing this, how-
ever, is a lot simpler than it seems. The United States Department of Agriculture has replaced the food pyramid with an even easier way of 
recommending how to eat a healthy, balanced diet. They have come out with “MyPlate,” a simple diagram showing what each meal should con-
tain and how much of each food group there should be. On choosemyplate.gov, it is easy to view the model and learn more about what belongs 
on your plate when making a healthy meal. The diagram features five sections: fruits, vegetables, protein, grains and dairy. By looking at the 
diagram, it is easy to tell how much room each group should take up on your plate and how much of each you should be eating in relation to 
the other groups. Learning more about each category can help you understand how to build a healthy meal.
Fruits
For men and women between the ages of 19-30, MyPlate recommends 
at least two cups of fruit daily. This can come from many sources; any-
thing from whole fruit such as apples, bananas and oranges to 100 per-
cent fruit juice or frozen berries. The health benefits of putting fruit on 
your plate include a large percentage of vitamins. The fruits’ different 
colors generally contain different kinds of vitamins. These can reduce 
your risk of heart disease, certain cancers and lower blood pressure. 
Most fruits are generally low-calorie and therefore are a good option for 
a healthier way to satisfy your sweet tooth. Instead of ice cream for a 
snack, a healthier alternative like Greek yogurt topped with berries or 
any fruit of your choice.
Vegetables
MyPlate recommends that women between 19-30 years of age should 
consume about two-and-a-half cups of vegetables a day. Men of the same 
age should consume three cups. You can fulfill your vegetable require-
ment in the form of whole vegetables or vegetable juice, which can be 
raw or cooked. Vegetables are great sources of fiber, vitamin A, vitamin 
C and folate. The fiber in vegetables is what can help keep someone full, 
which makes them a satisfying choice. They are also naturally low in 
calories and fat and can help lower overall calorie intake. A tip to help 
with easier consumption of vegetables is to use your microwave to your 
advantage. Many vegetables that you would think need to be cooked on 
the stove or in the oven can be quickly prepared in the microwave, such 
as broccoli or cauliflower in a bowl with a small amount of water. 
Protein
It is easy to assume that protein is exclusive to meat, but there are 
actually many ways to consume lean and healthy proteins. Beans, 
seafood, soy, poultry, meat, nuts, seeds and eggs are all considered 
good sources of protein. It is important to eat mostly lean or low-fat 
proteins, such as chicken breasts or eggs. Proteins are the building 
blocks of skin, bones and muscles in your body. Proteins can also pro-
vide you with other nutrients such as B vitamins, iron, zinc and mag-
nesium. It can also be very filling and keep you satisfied until your 
next snack or meal.
Dairy
Dairy includes milk and any food made from milk such as cheese and 
yogurt. When choosing dairy, most foods should be low-fat or fat free. 
Dairy is important because it can improve your bone health and may 
reduce your risk of osteoporosis. Dairy is also generally very high in cal-
cium. Try to stay away from whole fat dairy products such as whole milk 
or regular yogurt and switch to one percent or skim milk and fat free or 
Greek yogurt.
Photo Courtesy of: comfortdoc.squidoo.com
Grains
Foods that are considered grains include rice, bread, pasta or oatmeal. 
MyPlate recommends at least half of grains consumed are whole grain, 
such as whole wheat bread, because it has more nutrients than refined 
grain, such as white bread. Whole grains contain fiber and other nutri-
ents, including B vitamins and minerals which can aid in weight man-
agement and reduce your risk of heart disease. They can also help keep 
you fuller longer compared to refined grains. A way to start incorporat-
ing whole grains alongside refined grains into your diet is to mix the 
two together. When eating rice, for example, make half of your serving 
brown rice. This way, you will still get the taste you know and enjoy 
from, white rice with added benefits of whole grains.
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Life as an Editor of ‘InStyle’ Magazine
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     If you could travel back 
to Syracuse University in 
1985 and inform Lisa Ar-
better that she would be a 
magazine editor for most 
of her life, she probably 
wouldn’t believe you. As 
a college student, Arbet-
ter was always interested 
in magazines and writing, 
but never really considered 
that her interest in maga-
zines could lead to a full 
time career. 
     Originally, Arbetter ma-
jored in psychology at Syra-
cuse and had plans to prac-
tice therapy professionally, 
but eventually, she realized 
that editing was a career 
and she decided to major 
in magazine journalism in-
stead.
     Arbetter is now the 
Stephanie Agudelo
   Feature Editor
deputy managing editor for 
InStyle magazine in New York 
City. Like many others, she 
had to start small and work 
her way up. After college, Ar-
better worked as an editorial 
assistant at a financial-and-
travel newsletter publishing 
company located in Baltimore. 
She performed simple tasks 
like fact-checking and admin-
istrative work for the com-
pany, but the job taught her 
a lot about being truly detail-
oriented and the amount of 
responsibility required to be 
the last one editing before the 
issue prints. 
     Since then, Arbetter has 
worked for many fashion 
magazines, including Women’s 
Wear Daily, Cargo and People. 
She describes her current po-
sition at InStyle as “challeng-
ing, exciting and competitive.” 
With her busy schedule, only 
those three words could de-
scribe her typical day as an 
editor perfectly. 
     “My day consists of a lot of 
meetings. I talk to the editors 
about the stories they have in 
process and those that they are 
planning for the future. I help 
them to organize the story, to 
see how the visuals might help 
tell it and to come up with 
ideas to extend it digitally. In 
a service magazine like ours, 
editors must work closely with 
the art department because 
the way a story is laid out is 
integral to the narrative. We 
don’t tell stories in the typical 
fashion where there is a lot of 
running text and one big im-
age. We are more visual and 
our stories are more pack-
aged,” she said. 
     Arbetter also works on 
brand extensions, which in-
cludes everything from books, 
apps and TV shows to inter-
national magazine editions, 
digital products and consumer 
products, all of which are cru-
cial components of modern-day 
journalism, and utilizes social 
media outlets to interact with 
their readers. In fact, Arbetter 
is very satisfied with the way 
social media has affected the 
magazine’s culture. 
     “We can now talk directly 
to the readers. It’s amazingly 
fun and satisfying to get that 
feedback right away. We of-
ten put questions out on Twit-
ter and Facebook to find out 
what the readers think about 
a topic (What’s your biggest 
dressing challenge? Would 
you wear red lipstick?). Their 
answers inform our stories. 
Sometimes their answers are 
the story—as in our Reader 
Poll page.”
     But the digital age doesn’t 
always have a positive affect 
for InStyle or any current 
magazine, for that matter. 
In fact, Arbitter attributes 
her biggest career challenge 
to the digital shift in journal-
ism. She says the decline in 
newsstands has made grab-
bing the readers’ attention 
a much more creative task. 
She also describes the indus-
try as being “very challenged 
right now” and explains that 
she isn’t sure if she’ll be 
working for a magazine ten 
years from now, let alone a 
print publication.
     Not only does Arbetter 
have experience editing, she 
has also had experience with 
writing. In 2003, Arbetter 
published a book for InStyle 
called In Style: Secrets of 
Style: The Complete Guide 
to Dressing Your Best Every 
Day. She believes that some 
editors aren’t great writers 
and many writers aren’t 
great editors. 
   “I think it’s important to 
try both to get an appre-
ciation for what the other 
does. It’s a partnership, not 
a battle. Any good writer 
appreciates what an edi-
tor brings to his/her piece, 
and a good editor will show 
restraint with a writer’s 
work.” 
  Because of this, you 
would think that most edi-
tors aren’t very tolerant 
with their writers, but in 
reality, what bothers Ar-
better more than the com-
mon grammatical error is 
more so the fact that most 
new journalists don’t even 
bother to go past a Google 
search. As an editor, she 
expects depth and varied 
story angles from a report-
er, not just common knowl-
edge that can be found 
with the simple click of a 
mouse. 
     “Reporters owe it to the 
readers to give them some-
thing they can’t find any-
where else or something 
they wouldn’t have the 
time to find on their own,” 
she said. 
     Arbetter’s advice to 
young journalists is to fo-
cus on the story and tell it 
the best way you can, un-
derstand what works best 
for your specific audience 
and use every promotional 
tool at your disposal (video, 
visuals, social media, etc.). 
It’s important to familiar-
ize yourself with all of the 
media available to you, be-
cause that is what will set 
you apart from the reporter 
who just goes to Google.
 
BOTTOM ROW: (left-right) Lisa Arbetter, Deputy Managing Editor; Leah Karp, Accessories Director; Cindy Weber-Cleary, 
Fashion Director; Ariel Foxman, Managing Editor; Wendy Wallace, Market Director; Amy Synnott-D’Annibale, Beauty Direc-
tor & Editor InStyle. 
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     The Latin American Stu-
dent Organization (LASO) 
presents education and a 
good time in a way that will 
capture the student’s atten-
tion around campus.
  In continuous celebra-
tion of Latin Pride Month, 
on Oct. 24, LASO held an 
Afro- Latino discussion, or 
as they named it, “Cuando 
Éramos Negros” (“When We 
WereBlack”).
      The discussion took place 
in Student Center Room 
419, which was followed by 
a dinner and dance presen-
tations in the Ballrooms by 
LASO’s dance Troupe Latini-
simo, MSU’s Complexions and 
NASO’s Dance Troupe.   
     The discussion originates 
from the arising struggle of 
the Latino’s ability to identify 
their race and culture without 
the influence of others around 
them.
     The program consisted of 
a three-student discussion 
panel where the audience 
could also chime in their 
ideas and opinions.
      The panelists included 
Amara Higgins, Lorraine 
Muñiz, Augusto Suarez III, 
and other students.
      Senior Milton De Leon, the 
Latin Culture Education chair 
of LASO, was the moderator 
for the discussion.
      “How do you identify rac-
ism and/or color where you 
were born?” was the starting 
question for the panelists.
      “Racism is basically judg-
ing by general stereotypes that 
make the person assume what 
you are,” said Higgins.
      Higgins explained her reac-
tion when she first found out 
she had Latin roots and wasn’t 
only Haitian.
     “How can I express it?” said 
Higgins. “I think I wasn’t ex-
cited because I look a certain 
way where I see my friends 
who are lighter skinned, and 
I couldn’t relate to them.”
      Although this was a sensi-
tive topic to discuss, the audi-
ence encouraged students to 
say what they feel, reassur-
ing that everyone should be 
open and honest.
      Even Miley Cyrus’ “twerk-
ing” performance at the 
VMAs was brought up in the 
discussion.
      “She took it to another 
level and it makes us look 
bad by enacting what we do” 
said junior Stephanie Stup-
pard. “People build her up to 
make her think she can do 
this” Stuppard explained on 
how Cyrus’ “twerking” can be 
offensive to anyone of Afri-
can descent.
      Along with personal 
encounters of discrimina-
tion and neglect of the dif-
ferent aspects of cultures, 
the panelists and audience 
emphasized on the need to 
educate on the matter and 
people to progress from all 
the ignorance that these is-
sues bring.
      “I think when you in-
volve a culture outside your 
own culture, when you bring 
them in, that’s when prog-
ress happens,” said Suarez.
      LASO has more events 
to come for the remainder 
of Latin Pride Month in-
cluding their Annual LASO 
Prom on Nov. 7.
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LASO Making Strides Against Discrimination 
Ivette Cordero
Contributing Writer
“It’s important to familiarize 
yourself with all of the media 
available to you, because that 
is what will set you apart from 
the reporter who just goes to 
Google. ”
Students listen to the discussion panel, while also answering questions regarding race and gender.
Are you a college stu-
dent experienced in 
child care and look-
ing for a stable income 
while pursuing your de-
gree? Becoming a Nan-
ny can provide fulfill-
ment and still allow the 
time to pursue outside 
endeavors. Contact Kel-
ley at Perfect Fit Nanny 
Placement Agency: 
Kanazarian@gmail.com 
or call 862-485-5111.
Help Wanted
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Help Wanted
After school care for a 
five year old in Cedar 
Grove, starting in Sep-
tember 2013. Five days a 
week, but would consider 
2-3 days. Contact 
Sarahi.grande@yahoo.com 
or call 973-615-7371.
Babysitter/Mother’s 
helper: After school 
help for 3 children in 
Upper Montclair.  Days 
& hours flexible.  Oc-
casional nighttime 
babysitter also re-
quired. Contact Lesley: 
lesley@abdulhayoglu.
com or 201-563-2047
Reasonable off-street 
parking, M-F. Only 
three min. walk to MSU 
Bridge & Shuttle! Call 
973-819-0334 Sun-Sat, 5 
a.m.- 8 p.m. ONLY.
Interested In advertIsIng wIth
the MontclarIon?
eMaIl
MontclarIonadsales@gMaIl.coM
For More InForMatIon and detaIls
Parking
Classifieds
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And now time for something different ... 
Sudoku!
Toons
Vicky Leta | The Montclarion
Thumbs Up
Thumbs Down
Opinion
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What do you think 
about the recent 
change in minimum 
wage in N.J.?
Question of 
the Week
t is important to re-
member in life that all 
major decisions in life 
will have both conse-
quences and benefits. 
A good example is the 
SGA’s wavering deci-
sion to sign the en-
dorsement for Equal 
Marriage Rights. Of 
course, the strain of 
their hesitance has 
made much of the stu-
dent body frustrated 
with them to say the 
least.  There has been 
a recent decision by 
New Jersey voters to 
increase minimum 
wage. Although this 
will be beneficial for 
many young workers 
and workers of low in-
come families, there 
maybe a rippling ef-
fect for those who live 
above the poverty line.
      According to NJ.com, 
“The business com-
munity put up a tough 
fight to defeat the min-
imum wage measure, 
spending about $1 mil-
lion to persuade the 
public the measure will 
lead to job losses and under-
mine their ability to move 
past the lingering effects of 
the recession. But they were 
outspent by unions and other 
supporters who raised $1.3 
million to wage a very pub-
lic campaign that included 
large rallies in cities across 
the state.” The unions and 
unwaged employees had so 
much support, the vote to 
pass minimum wage had 
won by 60 percent.
            Although minimum 
wage will help all of us part-
time employees many fear 
that this will only add fuel 
to the fire. Many people are 
concerned about inflation of 
prices and the employment 
rate.
           As of Sept.,  the Huff-
ington Post had reported 
that 25 percent of New Jer-
seyans  are living below the 
poverty line. Many are strug-
gling to meet basic needs as 
more people fall below. It 
also needs to be understood 
that many people who are 
living below the poverty line 
are unemployed. It is essen-
tial to help get New Jersey 
back on its feet, but is rais-
ing the minimum wage the 
right way of doing so? It’s be-
lieved that with the raise in 
minimum wage, there will be 
a vicious cycle of giving and 
taking. 
       If employers abide by the 
new minimum wage laws, 
workers will be making more 
money. A business thrives on 
receiving money from cus-
tomers, but also needs to sup-
port the employees. Then, 
they will essentially need to 
raise the price of a product to 
compensate. In result, people 
feel that the minimum wage 
will, in fact, cause inflation 
and destroy the economy. If 
inflation becomes a void, that 
would entail the “letting go” 
of many employees, possibly 
worsening the unemployment 
rate.
        In contrary, many states 
that have raised the mini-
mum wage from the federal 
amount have been flourishing. 
Wage increase has benefitted 
millions of workers in their 
states. It’s actually shown 
that many employers of this 
state do not feel the pressure 
of the rise in minimum wage 
and feel pleasure in paying 
their employees more with-
out putting themselves at 
A Dollar A Day Keeps Employees Away
Nautica Rowan
Freshman
Math
“When I was work-
ing, $7.25 obvious-
ly wasn’t enough, 
so to raise it a whole dollar, it does make 
a difference because if you work certain 
hours, you have that extra dollar every 
hour.  It adds up to more, so I think it’s 
a good idea.”
Alex Tsakalos
Freshman
Undeclared
“I think a raise of 
minimum wage is 
great.  It’s motiva-
tional to kids and adults of all ages, giv-
ing them a better opportunity, maybe 
more motivation to go out and work and 
put themselves out there.”
Kevin Vargas
Senior
Sociology
“I think it was a 
great idea because 
I started working 
a couple of years ago, and I think the 
minimum wage was even less than that. 
You work all these hours just to get this 
little tiny paycheck.  I feel like that one 
dollar makes a really huge difference.  I 
think it’s going to be helping a lot of poor 
families or working-class families who 
are working for $7.25 an hour make a 
better living.  The only thing I’m think-
ing about is with the economy being so 
bad, I don’t know where they’re coming 
up with the money to raise minimum 
wage.”
Early Christmas advertisements
Registration holds
NFL offensive guard Richie Incognito
I risk.  The morale boost also helps the productivity of a 
company. The opposite can 
be said about the assump-
tion that the company will 
crumble under economic 
pressure due to increasing 
their prices and customer 
activity. If everyone is mak-
ing more money, including 
the customers, then it’s safe 
to say that employers will 
be able to support their em-
ployees. 
            We believe it’s more 
important to focus on the 
unemployment rate. There 
is speculation that this will 
help the economy by raising 
pays, but will it necessar-
ily help the unemployment 
rate? There are high hopes 
that the increase of mini-
mum wage will help sales 
in business, enough to being 
opening up more job oppor-
tunities. We can only pray 
that the initial plan works 
and that this raise will be 
beneficial to all parties. It’s 
great if people keep their 
jobs, but it would be better 
if the unemployment issue 
wouldn’t remain stagnant. 
“Doge” meme
Zac Brown and Dave Grohl perform together at the 
Country Music Awards
MSU running back Denzel Nieves
Angelica Lopez
Freshman
Undeclared
“I think it’s actu-
ally really good 
because I used to 
be getting paid $7.25 an hour, but that 
wasn’t helping me at all.  There’s just 
a lot of stuff you have to do and if you 
can’t work too many hours, it’s even bet-
ter because it’s a dollar up.  So, I think 
it’s a good idea.”
Carin Leiva
Senior
Sociology
“I think it’s about 
time that they 
raised the mini-
mum wage because I feel that there are a 
lot of jobs out there which are minimum 
wage.  It’s not fair because it’s only $7.25. 
The fact that it got raised a dollar is good, 
but I feel that it should have been more. 
Yes, I feel that it is a good beginning, but 
I feel that this beginning should change 
minds and hopefully in time, it will get 
higher.  Our life right now is really ex-
pensive, so it would be only right.”
Franklyn 
Rodriguez
Senior
Business
“I think it’s good. 
People who have 
minimum wage jobs have a little more 
money to spend on food and clothing.  I 
see it as a good thing more than a bad 
thing.  I don’t really see any negative ef-
fects to it.  It’s pretty much a good thing 
for everybody, especially for college stu-
dents because we work a lot of minimum 
wage jobs, so it actually helps us more 
with books and school.”
Parents Prosti-tot-ing Their Toddlers
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h e 
t h e a t e r 
a n t i c i -
p a t e d 
a quick 
turn of 
e v e n t s 
as eight 
year old 
Billy be-
gan to dance innocently to “My 
Bonnie Lies over the Ocean” 
behind a cardboard ship in his 
sailor-themed dress. Everyone 
sat there inhaling popcorn be-
tween laughs, waiting for the 
big joke to unfold when there it 
was: Billy ripped off his dress. 
The pole that once represented 
the mast of a ship became the 
center of a stripping platform, 
and in his red lingerie, Billy 
performed.
     Films like Jackass Presents: 
Bad Grandpa are perfect ven-
ues for exposing social truths 
through satire. 
          I see shows like Tod-
dlers & Tiaras appear on the 
bottom of my television as I 
quickly flip through channels 
and never do I stop to think 
about them more than just la-
beling them as stupid. Appar-
ently, only Johnny Knoxville 
playing the role of a perverted 
grandpa exploiting his chubby 
grandson in front of parents, 
who are doing the same thing 
to their kids, rids me of my 
apathy. 
      The roots of child pageant-
ry go back to the 1960s in Mi-
ami, Fla. Since then, the com-
petitions gained significant 
media attention and an equal 
amount of criticism because of 
their sometimes deviant and 
shallow nature. In six sea-
sons, Toddlers & Tiaras has 
documented everything from 
young girls smoking fake ciga-
rettes to parents compelling 
their daughters to wear fake 
breasts. 
        Feeding children artificial 
sweeteners known as “pageant 
crack,” bleaching teeth and 
waxing facial and body hair 
are also common occurrences 
in the world of child pageants. 
Advocates claim that they af-
fect girls positively.
    “A pageant run properly is 
no different than a young girl 
competing in gymnastics, a 
school function or anything 
else that has a score kept or 
judged upon. Society is too 
quick to judge something they 
are not familiar with,” Valerie 
Best, a pageant director in 
Southern Indiana told CNN 
“Teach these girls to be strong, 
confident individuals and see 
how far they go in life.”
      Lindsay Lieberman, the 
author of Protecting Pageant 
Princesses: A Call for Statuto-
ry Regulation of Child Beauty 
Pageants argues a very dif-
ferent reality. Lieberman ex-
plains that preparations for 
pageants are extensive and 
that competitions attribute to 
high levels of anxiety at too 
young of an age. 
     The stress a child experienc-
es during preparing for pag-
eants can evolve into problems 
later in life, including depres-
sion, eating disorders and low-
ered self-esteem. Lieberman 
also explains that because the 
rules of child pageants are dic-
tated by their respective direc-
tors, they are largely unregu-
lated and not subject to child 
labor laws.
        In 2005, psychologist Anna 
Wonderlich conducted a study 
that evaluated the correlation 
between pageants and “adult 
disordered eating, body dis-
satisfaction, depression and 
self-esteem.” 
     She found that women 
who participated in pageants 
as children suffered from in-
creased dissatisfaction with 
their physical appearances 
in comparison to women who 
did not. Pageants also seemed 
to increase the likelihood of 
developing trust issues. Won-
derlich concluded that they 
ultimately are a form of child 
sexualization.
        In 2007, the American Psy-
chological Association released 
a report on child sexualiza-
tion that found that exposure 
to “hyper-sexualized media 
content” can negatively im-
pact cognitive and emotional 
development. The report also 
outlines that such exposure “is 
strongly associated with eat-
ing disorders, low self-esteem 
and depression; leads to fewer 
girls pursuing careers in sci-
ence, technology, engineering 
and mathematics; and causes 
diminished sexual health.” 
The million-dollar question 
seems to be:  Are child beauty 
pageants examples of “hyper-
sexualization  media con-
tent?” 
         The French Senate seems 
to believe so. It adopted a bill 
just last September to ban 
child beauty pageants in the 
country, claiming that they 
“promote the hyper-sexualiza-
tion of minors.” The bill was a 
response to photos published 
in Vogue in 2010 showing a 
ten-year-old in heavy makeup, 
a tight dress and high heels. 
Sociologist Hilary Levey Fried-
man, however, doesn’t predict 
that such legislature will de-
velop in the United States. 
     “Historically and legally, 
our system defers to parents 
to make the right decision for 
their child,” she says. “We see 
the family as more of a private 
entity.” Many times, these so 
called “right decisions” are 
ones that are so adverse to 
their children’s welfare that I 
think the government is only 
acting negligently by not get-
ting involved. 
       Since parents hold the 
family unit’s privacy so dear to 
them, they have every right to 
sign their kids up for Toddlers 
& Tiaras and broadcast them 
across the country to millions 
of people in the name of pri-
vacy. I think I’m going to side 
with the French on this one.
r o m 
growing up 
in German 
and Ameri-
can schools, 
I have seen 
positive and 
n e g a t i v e 
aspects of 
each coun-
Auf Wiedersehen, Bad School Systems
Awije Bahrami,  an Undeclared student, 
is in her first year as a columnist for The 
Montclarion.
Awije BAhrAmi
Columnist
Assessing the pros and cons of the German and American schooling
try’s education system. The 
striking difference is the free 
higher level education one can 
acquire in Germany and the 
free choice of studying what-
ever someone’s heart desires 
in the United States.
       In Germany, most kids 
start first grade at the age of 
six. Everyone attends the same 
elementary school until fourth 
grade. However, in Germany, 
toward the end of fourth grade, 
all teachers come together and 
talk about each individual 
student. During the course of 
that conference, teachers de-
cide by assessing the students’ 
academic progress which of 
four high schools is best fit 
for each student. Students are 
categorized into four different 
high schools based on their 
academic standings. The top 
ten percent goes to the first 
and prestigious one. Later on, 
people in those schools have 
an easier time getting into a 
university.
        High school starts in ninth 
grade and those interested in 
more challenging courses have 
the choice of honors or AP 
courses. In the United States, 
students usually start first 
grade when they are six years 
old as well. As I got older, I 
came to realize that it’s too 
early to determine a child’s fu-
ture in fourth grade. 
        A fourth grader hasn’t had 
the time or the opportunity to 
show his or her real charac-
teristics yet. Most people will 
change dramatically in the 
next few years. The whole idea 
of separating students based 
on their GPA seems illogical to 
me. 
      The grades kids acquire in 
fourth grade don’t define their 
abilities to excel in future en-
deavors. I like the American 
system of putting everyone in 
the same high school. 
   Here, young adults start 
shaping their personalities 
and characters and are able 
to make their own personal 
choices on how they value 
school work. In Germany, un-
til the end of tenth grade, all 
classes are general education 
requirements. From eleventh 
grade on, students get more 
freedom. However, each year, 
they can choose among a vari-
ety of electives. 
    When senior year comes 
along, students have the lib-
erty to take classes they ac-
tually enjoy from academic to 
artistic courses and/or Practi-
cal to Performing Arts courses. 
At the end of tenth grade, stu-
dents have a broad knowledge 
of German and world history, 
philosophy, economics, math-
ematics, languages, science 
and art. 
     Once they are finished cov-
ering these subjects, students 
have a broad knowledge of 
the world and are aware of 
international and national is-
F sues. Also, they have a sense of their options and opportuni-
ties of what they want to study 
in college.
          In American high schools, 
students have certain classes 
they are required to take and 
I like that Germany requires 
students to take a great deal 
of academic courses. In Ger-
many and the U.S., students 
start looking into colleges and 
universities in twelfth grade. 
Here in the United States, ev-
eryone can study what they 
want. If someone wants to 
study medicine in America, 
it isn’t too challenging to get 
started. However, in Germany 
there are limited seats for stu-
dents at universities. 
      If someone’s GPA is not 
as high as other applicants 
seeking to study medicine at a 
particular university, they ei-
ther have to wait a couple of 
semesters for a seat to open up 
or look for another career they 
could excel in. On the other 
hand, higher-level education 
in Germany is free, while in 
the U.S. the majority of people 
National governments and moviegoers take stand on child beauty pageants
pay thousands of dollars and 
spend a lifetime paying off 
their debts. 
          The environment in those 
prestigious high schools are 
tough. Teachers and parents 
put a lot of pressure on kids to 
keep their grades up. With the 
competition, my family was 
uncertain if my sister and I 
could get into a university. 
     Although college in Ger-
many is free, my family liked 
the idea of moving to the U.S. 
because here we could study 
what we want and get into a 
university with less obstruc-
tions. 
     Ultimately, getting to pick 
what someone wants to study 
is more fulfilling than getting 
an education for free with 
restricted options. Both Ger-
many and the U.S. have short-
comings in their education 
systems. 
leo diniC
Columist 
Leo Dinic,  a  Political Science/ 
Jurisprudence major, is in his first year 
as a columnist for The Montclarion.
T
kenneth mACri
Columnist 
Kenneth Macri,  an English major, is 
in his third year as a columnist for The 
Montclarion.
Governor 
Christie is 
now being 
chastised 
by fellow 
Republi -
cans for 
spending 
the final 
days of 
Romney’s 
2012 campaign in a bear hug 
with Barack Obama. 
      Of course, superstorm 
Sandy called for drastic mea-
sures, but in Romney’s view, 
Christie was more interested 
in restoring his aspiration for 
bipartisanship in the national 
eye rather than restoring the 
shore. The newly forged buddy 
relationship between Christie 
and Obama drew nationwide 
media coverage, veiling Rom-
ney’s flaunty campaign ads 
and banal political rallies. 
      However, Governor Chris-
tie decided not to use his time 
at the Republican National 
Convention to advocate for 
Romney’s qualifications for 
presidency, but rather to boast 
about his own Garden State 
record. You almost believe that 
Christie himself was running 
against Obama and Romney 
was a late inning scratch. 
     Between the opening acts 
of Governor Christie and Clint 
Eastwood, they might as well 
had made the remainder of 
the Republican National Con-
vention President Obama’s 
Inaugural Address.  In reality, 
Romney’s inner circle didn’t 
have room for a guy like Gov-
ernor Christie – physically, fi-
nancially and morally. 
     Not only did Christie request 
lavish hotels, private trans-
portation and every amenity 
he could build up his breath 
enough to ask for, he wanted 
the spotlight at every turn. His 
endorsement of Romney didn’t 
come cheap – it may have cost 
Mitt the election. 
      Is Christie’s approach to 
Romney’s campaign all that 
hard to believe? Sure, Chris-
tie could have done without 
his tardiness at Romney’s 
campaign rallies, but who 
wouldn’t show up fashionably 
late to draw headlines? Chris-
tie astutely used Romney’s 
campaign, perhaps, as a step-
ping-stone for his anticipated 
presidential run in 2016. After 
all, “Double Down” makes it 
quite apparent that Romney 
and Christie were never that 
friendly towards one another 
anyway. In Romney’s case, 
winning would have merited 
friendship, but losing brings 
out the insults. 
       In an excerpt from Double 
Down, the book says, “Romney 
marveled at Christie’s girth 
and his difficulties in making 
his way down the narrow aisle 
of the campaign bus.” 
      It goes on to say, that while 
“watching a video of Chris-
tie without his suit jacket on, 
Romney cackled to his aides, 
‘Guys! Look at that!’”  The 
main argument constructed 
by Double Down, is that both 
President Obama and Gover-
nor Romney  placed their bets 
about the race early on and 
“doubled down” throughout 
the contest. Obama’s Chicago 
rallies and Romney’s search 
for the perfect V.P. left both 
with a string of hope, if not a 
shred of confidence. “
      Double Down proves that 
a campaign can only function 
if every member of the candi-
date’s inner circle is on board. 
In today’s world filled with 
self-centeredness, that was 
impossible for Romney.
Pufferfish
Continued from page 1
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     Playing Batman: Arkham 
Origins is like riding your fa-
vorite old wooden roller coast-
er at the local boardwalk. The 
experience, while providing 
somewhat of a thrill, seems 
a bit bumpy and repetitive. 
     That is not to say Origins 
is completely without original-
ity, but its greatest vice may 
actually be the overwhelming 
success of its predecessors, 
Arkham Asylum and Arkham 
City. Rocksteady Studios de-
veloped those two games while 
leaving Warner Bros. Games 
Montreal the daunting task 
of creating a prequel to the 
insanely popular Arkham 
franchise. In some aspects, 
Origins is completely unique 
and effective. In others, it sim-
ply feels like plagarism of the 
first two entries in the series. 
     The strength of Arkham 
Origins is embedded in two 
things: the depth of Gotham 
City, and its astutely written 
storyline. It takes advantage of 
both the sheer size of Gotham’s 
open world while paying care-
ful attention to the charac-
ters functioning within it. 
     The premise of the main 
story is relatively straightfor-
ward, right from the opening 
cutscene. Mob boss Roman 
Sionis, also known as Black 
Mask, puts a one-night-only, 
$50 million bounty on the 
head of Batman. This sweet 
pile of green attracts eight of 
the world’s most deadly as-
sassins to the already crime-
ridden Gotham City. The as-
sassins include Killer Croc, 
Deathstroke, Bane, Firefly, 
Deadshot, Electrocutioner, 
Lady Shiva and Copperhead. 
These assassins, specifically 
Deathstroke and Copperhead, 
generate some entertaining 
boss battles; they are diffi-
cult, but adequately timed.
     Meanwhile, as Batman 
fights to save both himself 
and civilians from the visit-
ing assassins, another famil-
iar face is introduced into 
the equation – the Joker.
     There is nothing tougher 
in the gaming industry than 
producing a prequel. This 
undertaking gets even more 
tricky if the original games in 
the series devise a free-flowing 
combat system that is one of 
the best in gaming, and rein-
ventone of the most popular 
villains of this generation. 
When it comes to the combat 
system, map structuring and 
the devices Batman yields, 
Arkham Origins really does 
not bring anything innovative 
to the table. It uses the im-
mensity of Gotham City to its 
advantage, allowing it to situ-
ate more villains in their own 
unique spaces. However, War-
ner Bros. Games Montreal re-
ally did nothing to create that 
depth in the first place. The 
inception of the reinvented 
Gotham City in the Arkham 
series will always be attribut-
ed to the eponymous asylum. 
      For the past 50 years, the 
Doctor has been appearing on 
television screens to save the 
galaxy. Doctor Who is a BBC 
program about an alien called 
a Time Lord, from 
the fictional planet 
Gallifrey. The last 
of his race after his 
home planet was 
destroyed by a war, 
the Doctor is im-
mortal. He regener-
ates, changing his 
entire being and 
becoming a new 
man, retaining his 
memories. The Doc-
tor is human form, 
yet has two hearts. 
 The Doc-
tor travels through 
space and time in 
a  1960s blue police 
phone booth called 
the T.A.R.D.I.S. 
(Time and Rela-
tive Dimension in 
Space), which ap-
pears to be a small 
box but offers infi-
nite space on the in-
side. He has travel-
ing companions who 
are typically young, 
spunky girls. Over 
the years, his com-
panions have been played 
by Billie Piper, Catherine 
Tate and Kylie Minouge. 
 The BBC program 
was created in 1963 as an 
educational and entertain-
ing show for kids. Episodes 
set in the past were used as 
Photo courtesy of arstechnica.com.All of the Doctors past and present.
Doctor What? Doctor Who
Ashley Beatrice DeLuce
Contributing Writer
New foes propel players into a new experience
Photo courtesy of digitaltrends.com
     At times, Origins basically 
copies the test next to it and 
then adds some details to the 
answer. It may feel like you’re 
revisiting the world of Arkham 
City, simply with an added ex-
pansion pack of new villains. 
Troy Baker (not Mark Hamill) 
voices the major returning vil-
lain, the Joker. Hamill did a 
superb job voicing the Joker 
in Arkham Asylum and City, 
but Troy Baker’s more fervent 
tone works better in the con-
text of Arkham Origins than 
the voice of Hamill’s scarred 
and aged Joker. After all, 
this is a prequel, so the idea 
to change both the voices of 
Batman and the Joker may 
not have been an inventive 
ploy, but rather an obligatory 
modification to complement 
their younger appearances. 
 Overall, Arkham Ori-
gins is not a bad game, but 
not a must have, either. New 
villains such as Black Mask 
and Copperhead offer a re-
freshing deviation from the 
recycled villains of the first 
two games in the series. How-
ever, Origins still seems to 
be tailored around the havoc 
created by the Joker. It is al-
most as if this game was solely 
created to reincorporate the 
Joker into the series after he 
meets his demise in Arkham 
City. Rather, Arkham Origins 
may have been more effec-
tive utilizing its new villains 
and creating a fresh combat 
system, which abides by the 
rules of the first but works out 
the kinks at the same time. 
     Origins does offer first-
rate graphics and enthrall-
ing cutscenes that harmonize 
with the plot nicely while not 
drowning the player in lengthy 
diatribes. By the time the end 
credits hit, you are almost left 
wanting more, even if War-
ner Bros. Game Montreal was 
content with giving you less.
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Bane features in Arkham Origins
Batman : Arkham Origins
Kenneth Macri
Staff Writer
a tool to teach history, and 
stories taking place in the fu-
ture and on different planets. 
 The show ran for 26 
seasons from 1963 to 1989. Be-
cause the Doctor assumes new 
form when  he regenerates, 
eight different actors played 
the title role. The Doctor has 
always been played by a white 
British male, although many 
fans would like a person of color 
or a woman step into this role. 
 When the show was 
not picked up for a 27th sea-
son, the BBC promised that 
it would return. A TV movie 
aired in 1996, but the series 
did not make its full return 
until 2005. The reboot was a 
continuation of the original, 
picking up with the ninth 
regeneration of the Doctor. 
 The popularity of the 
show increased when BBC 
America began broadcast-
ing the show. The cinematic 
episodes produced by Stephen 
Moffat, and the portrayal of 
the Doctor by young and good 
looking men, including Chris-
topher Eccleston  (Thor: The 
Dark World), David Tennant 
(Harry Potter and the Gob-
let of Fire) and Matt Smith, 
who is the youngest actor 
to play this role, drew in a 
younger audience as well. 
 The BBC is celebrat-
ing 50 years of Doctor Who by 
airing a 75-minute episode, 
“The Day of the Doc-
tor.” The plot has 
been kept a secret 
but fans are excited 
that two of the shows 
most popular charac-
ters will be return-
ing, including David 
Tennant, who played 
the tenth Doctor, 
and Billie Piper, who 
played his compan-
ion and love inter-
est, Rose. This will 
also be the eleventh 
Doctor’s penulti-
mate episode. His 
last will be the an-
nual Christmas spe-
cial, when Scottish 
actor Peter Capaldi 
takes over the role. 
 The anniver-
sary special will be 
aired simultaneously 
across the world on 
Nov. 23 based off the 
Western European 
Time of 7 p.m. Here, 
the show will air at 
2 p.m. In addition 
to being televised, 
select movie theaters will be 
showing the special in 3D, the 
BBC announced. Some of the 
cities where it will be showing 
include New York, Philadel-
phia and Los Angeles. BBC 
America announced an encore 
presentation will be shown 
in 300 theaters on Nov 25. 
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     This was the phrase 
Cooperman kept repeat-
ing throughout her inter-
view.  The Daily Show is 
not a reliable source of the 
news and if you’re only get-
ting your news from there, 
you should reconsider. 
     The Daily Show takes 
major headlining news 
stories and satirizes the 
way big news corporations 
such as CNN, FOX and 
MSNBC reports stories. 
     “They poke fun at the 
way the main news out-
lets are handling it. They 
never actually report the 
news. Instead of looking 
at the incident itself, we’ll 
watch how the media is 
covering it, and maybe, 
find a way to talk about 
it but through the media 
and how they are cov-
ering it. Maybe we can 
touch it, but that would 
be the only way because it 
just wouldn’t be appropri-
ate to comment directly 
on something like that, 
but commenting on the 
way the media is covering 
something is fair game.”
     As one of the head pro-
ducers on The Daily Show, 
Cooperman is given the 
daunting task of oversee-
ing all things Daily Show. 
She is a part of the up-
per management team 
and as she explains it, 
“involved in a day to day 
basis of intricacies of how 
our staff works together, 
all the bits and pieces of 
the moving parts as well 
as touching base with 
Comedy Central to make 
sure what we are doing 
are complementing each 
other.”  She works side 
-by-side with Jon Stew-
art and is constantly in 
communication with the 
Comedy Central execs. 
        In response to the 
shows relationship with 
the network, she ex-
plained, “Our relation-
ship with the network is 
a strong and good one. 
I have to find a middle 
line of what the net-
work wants and what’s 
best for the show; they 
trust what we are doing.”
     Having a career like 
Cooperman’s isn’t some-
thing that comes easy. 
She’s had to work ridicu-
lously hard and push to 
get where she is today. 
When asked what advice 
she has for students who 
are looking to pursue the 
entertainment industry 
and are hoping to have a 
“We are not journalists.”
      -Kahane Cooperman
career as successful and 
fulfilling as hers, she 
changed her demeanor. 
She wasn’t the serious, 
focused producer of The 
Daily Show. She was a 
passionate, adoring fan 
of quality media and as 
cliché as you can get. 
“I did what I loved doing 
and I followed my heart, 
doing what I liked doing 
and one thing led me to 
the next and to the next 
and it worked out for me 
and I feel like its because 
I was passionate and I 
followed my passion for 
things and I feel that sent 
me on my way.”  Her pas-
sion steered her in the 
right direction, and by the 
look of things, the ten-time 
Emmy winner’s passion is 
still there and isn’t going 
anywhere any time soon.
‘Daily Show’ Producer Speaks
Secrets Revealed at Montclair State
Victoria Nelli
Staff Writer
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     Tina Fey 
and her 30 
Rock co-
writer are 
teaming up 
to bring a 
new sitcom 
to NBC star-
ring The 
Office’s El-
lie Kemper 
that is set to 
debut in the 
fall of 2014, 
according to 
Enter tain-
ment Weekly.
 T h e 
c o m e d i a n , 
writer and 
actress hav-
ereceived a 
13-episode 
straight-to-series order from 
NBC for her single camera 
comedy, which is temporar-
ily titled Tooken. Joining Fey 
in her latest project to write 
and executive produce the 
series is her fellow 30 Rock 
writer and executive pro-
ducer, Robert Carlock, who 
is also known for his work on 
Saturday Night Live, Friends 
and the Friends spinoff Joey.
Although Fey will not be seen 
in front of the camera, there 
is a possibility that she may 
guest star in her series. El-
lie Kemper, another familiar 
face to NBC, will be starring 
as a woman who escapes from 
a doomsday cult and begins a 
new life in New York City.
Kemper is best known for her 
work on The Office, but she has 
played a number of other 
widely known roles as 
well, including a support-
ing role in Bridesmaids; as well 
as 21 Jump Street with Chan-
ning Tatum and Jonah Hill. 
The 33-year-old actress has also 
appeared as a guest star on fel-
low The Office alum Mindy Ka-
ling’s show, The Mindy Project.
Jennifer Salke, the president 
of NBC Entertainment, said 
in a statement: “Original voic-
es like Tina and Robert don’t 
come along very often and we 
wanted them back on the air as 
soon as possible. And to have 
them working with Ellie Kem-
per –who we watched grow up 
on The Office from supporting 
player to leading actress—puts 
the whole package together. 
We feel fortunate to be in busi-
ness with this entire creative 
team on something so funny, 
unique and attention-getting.”
     “Tina and Robert, who 
cemented their partnership 
on 30 Rock, have created a 
new signature comedy for us 
that is audacious, emotional 
and clever,” Robert Green-
blatt, the chairman of NBC 
Entertainment, said in 
a statement. “While tap-
ping into very relatable 
themes, there isn’t anything 
like this anywhere else on 
television. NBC has been their 
home for many years and 
we’re so happy that they’ve 
found another way to push 
the comedy envelope for us.”
     Fey and Carlock co-wrote 
the script for the pilot and will 
be executive producers along-
side another fellow 30 Rock 
executive producer and Fey’s 
manager, David Miner. Miner 
has also executive produced 
other well known shows such 
as Parks 
and Recre-
ation and 
B r o o k l y n 
Nine-Nine . 
 T h e 
sitcom will 
be produced 
by Fey’s pro-
duction com-
pany, Little 
S t r a n g e r , 
Inc. and 
U n i v e r s a l 
te levis ion, 
where Fey is 
under a four-
year deal. 
     According 
to TVLine, 
Fey is also 
working on 
a workplace 
comedy that is described as 
“Cheers-esque” for NBC, as 
well as a sitcom for Fox that 
is set at a women’s college.
 The 30 Rock star and 
creator have won numerous 
awards for her work and has 
recently added another Emmy 
win to her list — this being 
the eighth one — for co-writ-
ing the 30 Rock series finale 
along with Tracey Wigfield. 
 Fey has multiple new 
TV comedies lined up and ev-
eryone can expect to see a lot of 
her work on TV screens soon. 
‘30 Rock’ and ‘Office’ Alums Costar
Tina Fey and Ellie Kemper’s New Show
Comedy players, Carlock, Kemper and Fey.
Megan Spinelli
Staff Writer
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- This week, Katy Perry’s new album Prism topped the Billboard 100, selling 286,000 copies in its 
first week, making it the biggest first week sales for a female artist this year. Although it was a good week 
for Perry, it was a bad week for the music industry as a whole, as overall album sales of the week were the 
lowest this week since 1991. With big albums coming from Lady Gaga and Eminem in the upcoming weeks, 
album sales should rise a bit more. 
- The Jonas Brothers have officially split, according to a public announcement this week. The three 
brothers claimed they each had their own creative ideas and directions they wanted to go in, so they felt 
it was best to go their separate ways. “We’re family first, and that’s always been our main priority, and so 
honesty within what we do as a group was really important,” Nick Jonas said.
- The American Music Awards set for Nov. 24 have already piled up a star studded line-up of perform-
ers, including Lady Gaga, Kendrick Lamar, Miley Cyrus, One Direction, Imagine Dragons and many more 
set to perform. Macklemore and Ryan Lewis have the most nominations this year with six while Taylor 
Swift and Justin Timberlake each have five.
- New Music This Week: Lady Gaga’s “Dope,” Lupe Fiasco’s “Old School Love” featuring Ed Sheeran, 
Foxes’ “Shaking Heads,” Britney Spears’ “Perfume” and Justin Bieber’s “Bad Day” 
     Not many young artists 
can say their music has been 
featured on shows and events 
such as So You Think You 
Can Dance, Dance Moms, 
Pretty Little Liars, The Real 
World, True Life and the 
2012 Olympics; artist Mikey 
Wax has done just that. 
     Wax loved music for as 
long as he can remember. He 
expressed his love of song-
writing, saying “Songwriting 
is one of my favorite things 
to do. For me, the process 
usually just invoked mess-
ing around on a piano or gui-
tar with chords and creating 
some kind of riff/melody.”
     One show that sticks out 
to him is his Birmingham, 
Ala. show.  “My first tour, 
when I performed at an awe-
some venue, called Work-
play in Birmingham, Ala. I 
had never traveled that far 
south on my own, and the 
crowd was so receptive of me.” 
     One career aspiration he 
mentioned was to play a 
large stadium show in places 
such as Madison Square Gar-
den. Wax said, “Awards are 
cool, but as long as I have a 
loyal fan base, I’ll be okay.”
     Wax’s music is beautiful; 
his lyrics are true and refresh-
ing.  Wax has opened for some 
incredible talents, but soon, 
people will be opening for him. 
He has an extraordinary talent 
that people should recognize.
One on One with Mikey Wax
Victoria Nelli
Staff Writer
#1. Royals - Lorde
(Last week -  #1, Weeks on chart - 17 weeks)
#2. Roar - Katy Perry
(Last week - #2, Weeks on chart - 12 weeks) 
#3. Wrecking Ball - Miley Cyrus
(Last week - #3, Weeks on chart - 10 weeks)
#4. Wake Me Up - Avicii feat. Aloe Blacc
(Last week - #4, Weeks on chart - 18 weeks)
#5. Hold On We’re Going Home - Drake 
`(Last week - #5, Weeks on chart - 12 weeks)
#6. Holy Grail - Jay Z feat. Justin Timberlake 
(Last week - #8, Weeks on chart - 16 weeks) 
#7. Applause - Lady Gaga 
(Last week - #9, First Week, Week on chart - 11 weeks)
#8. Counting Stars - One Republic 
(Last week - #15, Weeks on chart - 19 weeks)
#9. Demons - Imagine Dragons 
(Last week - #12, Weeks on chart - 27 weeks)
#10. The Fox - Ylvis 
(Last week - #8, Weeks on chart - 6 weeks)
Billboard Hot 100 - Week of Oct. 31
Kevin Camilo
Staff Writer
The brothers call it quits. Photo courtesy of abc.com
Photos courtesy of sojo1049.com
Sports
Womens
Soccer
Volleyball
 After going 2-2 
over last week’s Dig Pink 
Invitational, the Red 
Hawks dove right back 
into NJAC play with 
their first round win over 
Ramapo in the NJAC Vol-
leyball Championship. 
Montclair looks to take 
on Stockton away Thurs-
day in the semifinals of 
the Championship.
 With their shutout 
of Ramapo on Oct. 30, 
Montclair State finished 
out a perfect season for 
an unprecedented tenth 
time. On Nov. 5, they 
recorded yet another 
shutout as they beat out 
Richard Stockton Col-
lege in the semifinals of 
the NJAC Women’s Soc-
cer Championships. With 
that win, they will host 
the College of New Jer-
sey in the Championship 
game this Friday at MSU 
Soccer Park. 
Rob Rowan
AssistAnt sports Editor
 In the final game 
of the regular season the 
Red Hawks recorded an 
8-1 win over Gwynedd 
Mercy their overall sea-
son record to an impres-
sive 18-1. In the first 
game of the NJAC Field 
Hockey Championship 
MSU hosted Richard 
Stockton and shut them 
out 3-0. With this win the 
lady Red Hawks advance 
to the NJAC Champion-
ship and currently await 
their opponent.
 Denzel Nieves’ 
three touchdowns and 
123 rushing yards pow-
ered the Red Hawks to a 
dominating 40-13 victory 
over the William Paterson 
Pioneers and earned him 
NJAC Offensive Player of 
the Week for the second 
straight week. On the de-
fensive end, Adnan Saki-
ri shut down the Pioneer 
offense with eight tackles 
and an interception. 
Football Hockey
Mens
Soccer
 Just a week after a 
win over Ramapo ended 
the Red Hawk’s regular 
season, Montclair’s post 
season is over as well. 
After making it into the 
NJAC Soccer Champion-
ship a goal from Junior 
Forward Bryan Cullen 
put the Red Hawks up 
early but unfortunately 
they could not hold on to 
that lead, putting an end 
to their impressive season 
that began with a seven 
game winning streak.Field
Red Hawk Round Up
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Joe Stanley Kurp
stAff WritEr
 
 Following last week’s 
impressive road win at Mor-
risville State, the Montclair 
State Red Hawks football 
team continued impres-
sively with a 40-13 victory 
over local NJAC rival Wil-
liam Paterson at Sprague 
Field on Nov. 2 in the latest 
installment of the Route 46 
rivalry. 
 The win was Mont-
clair State’s second in a row 
after starting 1-5 on the 
season and 21st in a row 
against William Paterson, 
dating back to 1993. 
 The two rivals en-
tered the game desperate 
for more victories as they 
both entered coming off dis-
appointing seasons. After 
William Paterson received 
the opening kickoff, quar-
terback Ryan Gresik threw 
a 48-yard pass to wide re-
ceiver Mick Payne that 
ended at the Montclair 15. 
 The pass set up a 
28-yard field goal by kicker 
Robert Sinegra, giving Wil-
liam Paterson a 3-0 lead 
with 12:52 left in the first 
quarter.
 Montclair State im-
mediately struck back, as 
sophomore quarterback 
Ryan Davies threw a 69-
yard touchdown pass to 
freshman wide receiver 
Malcolm Robinson to give 
Montclair State a 7-3 lead 
with 10:54 left. 
 But William Pater-
son struck again on their 
next possession, as Gresik 
threw another huge pass to 
Payne, this time a 78-yard 
pass that ended at the MSU 
4. 
 The pass set up a 
two-yard touchdown run by 
Darius Kersey to give Wil-
liam Paterson a 10-7 lead 
with 9:47 left in the first 
quarter.
 Montclair State 
would strike again on their 
next possession thanks to 
an 11-play, 57-yard drive, 
tying the game at 10 on a 
27-yard field goal by junior 
kicker John Schubert with 
5:11 left in the first quarter. 
The quarter would eventu-
ally end at that score.
 The second quarter 
started off strong for Mont-
clair State, as Davies threw 
passes of 10 and 17 yards 
to sophomore wide receiver 
Clinton Coffey to get to the 
WPU 10. 
 That set up a 10-yard 
touchdown run by freshman 
running back Denzel Nieves 
to give Montclair State a 
17-10 lead with 12:13 left in 
the first half. 
 Later that quarter, a 
successful punt pinned Wil-
liam Paterson at their own 
3 by freshman punter Mike 
Borrelli set up a fumble by 
senior linebacker Adnan 
Sakiri that was recovered 
by senior defensive back 
Matt Mancino at the WPU 
7. 
 That turnover even-
tually lead to a seven-yard 
touchdown run by senior 
running back A.J. Scoppa, 
giving MSU a 24-13 lead 
with 4:45 left in the first 
half. Montclair State would 
eventually go into halftime 
with a 24-13 lead after 
Sinegra hit a 22-yard field 
goal with 55 seconds left in 
the half.
 The second half was 
all Montclair State, as Den-
zel Nieves scored a second 
touchdown, this time a 
6-yard run with 4:38 left in 
the third quarter, capping 
off a 47-yard drive he had 
that ended with his touch-
down. 
 On William Pat-
erson’s next possession, 
Gresik threw an intercep-
tion to Sakiri, which result-
ed in a 29-yard field goal by 
Schubert, giving Montclair 
State a 34-13 lead at the 
end of the third quarter. 
 Finally, Montclair 
State sealed the deal in the 
fourth quarter, as Nieves 
scored his third touchdown 
of the game, a one-yard run 
to cap off a 61-yard drive to 
make the final score 40-13 
in favor of Montclair State 
and give the Red Hawks a 
40-2-1 lead in the all-time 
series against William Pat-
erson.
 “We just wanted to 
make a statement against 
William Paterson, being 
that they are our rivals,” 
said Nieves. “We wanted to 
give our fans a show after 
a tough loss on Homecom-
ing and our goal is to keep 
pounding and build on our 
success.”
 On offense, Nieves 
scored three touchdowns 
and rushed for 123 yards 
while Scoppa rushed for 106 
yards and a touchdown on 
16 carries. Montclair State 
eventually rushed for 247 
yards. 
 For passing, Davies 
completed 9 of 20 passes 
for 159 yards, with Robin-
son catching three of Da-
vies’ passes for a total of 
99 yards. Montclair State 
eventually finished with 
406 yards of total offense.
 Although the offense 
did its part, the defense was 
a major factor in the victo-
ry, as they recorded a total 
of three turnovers and one 
sack while holding William 
Paterson to 213 yards of to-
tal offense. Sakiri lead the 
defense with eight tack-
les, an interception and a 
forced fumble while senior 
linebacker Dan Avento re-
corded seven tackles and a 
forced fumble. 
 “It feels great to win 
two games in a row, espe-
cially against a local rival 
like William Paterson,” said 
Davies. “We’ve been playing 
very well as a team and we 
are excited about the oppor-
tunity to finish our season 
very strong.”
 Now 3-5 on the sea-
son and 2-3 in NJAC play, 
only two games remain for 
the Red Hawks on the 2013 
season. The Red Hawks’ 
next game will be this Sat-
urday, Nov. 9 when they 
travel to the College of 
Brockport for a 1 p.m. con-
test.
Senior runningback, A.J. Scoppa, breaks free during a game against SUNY Cortland.
Photo Courtesy of Sports Information.
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Party Like It’s 1918
Title Fight Saves Bellator 106
 Bellator 106 was 
set to be the first pay-per-
view show in the organiza-
tion’s history.  When it was 
revealed that Tito Ortiz 
pulled out of his fight with 
Quinton “Rampage” Jack-
son, the show was moved to 
Spike TV, with many fear-
ing the show was lost. For-
tunately, the lightweight ti-
tle fight between champion 
Michael Chandler and for-
mer champ Eddie Alvarez 
saved the day.
 The main event on 
Saturday featured a re-
match between Chandler 
and Alvarez for the title at 
155 pounds. After five gru-
eling rounds that saw both 
champion and challenger 
nearly finished, the ver-
dict was in and Alvarez had 
edged Chandler by split 
decision to regain his title 
and give Chandler his first 
career loss. This result was 
met by jeers from some of 
the audience who believed 
Chandler had won.  How-
ever, Alvarez didn’t let their 
opinion get to him.  
 “It takes two people 
to put a fight on like that,” 
said Alvarez. “We did it 
together.  There isn’t any-
thing to boo about.”  
Andrew Guadagnino
stAff WritEr
 Emanuel Newton, 
who handed Muhammed 
“King Mo” Lawal a dev-
astating knockout loss in 
February, defeated his op-
ponent again, this time by 
unanimous decision. The 
first round was clearly 
dominated by Lawal, but 
the remaining four rounds 
of their light heavyweight 
interim title fight were con-
trolled by Newton by stay-
ing very active, out-striking 
his opponent. 
 In the middle of 
the second round, Newton 
snuck a kick to “King Mo’s” 
jaw, sending him reeling 
backwards, but he was able 
to recover. After beating 
his highly-touted opponent 
for the second time in nine 
months, Newton was ec-
static.
 “I can’t even de-
scribe the feeling I have 
right now,” Newton said. “I 
worked so hard for this. Mo 
put up a good fight.”
 Daniel Straus 
avenged the loss to Pat Cur-
ran in 2009 and, in doing so, 
snatched the featherweight 
title from his opponent. The 
five-round fight did not go 
as expected, with Straus us-
ing heavy kicks and knees 
to establish his dominance. 
 In the third round, 
Curran hit his opponent 
with an illegal knee strike, 
but that did not deter the 
challenger and grinded out 
the rest of the fight, win-
ning by unanimous deci-
sion.
 “I worked really hard 
with my team at ATT,” said 
Straus. “I want to thank ev-
erybody who has supported 
me since day one. Pat Cur-
ran is a tough dude. I will 
see him again. I know it.”
 Joe “Diesel” Riggs 
used a mix of techniques 
to defeat Mike Bronzou-
lis by unanimous decision 
and become the first “Fight 
Master” of the welterweight 
division. The two were orig-
inally set to meet at the 
Fight Master finale, but an 
eye injury to Riggs forced 
the bout to be rescheduled.  
 Early in the fight, 
Bronzoulis found success 
with leg kicks, but that was 
quickly nullified by Riggs’ 
wrestling and ground-and-
pound ability. Riggs made 
a few attempts to apply a 
chokehold to his opponent 
but was unsuccessful in 
completing them.  
 “Winning this fight 
meant everything to me,” 
said Riggs, who is current-
ly on a six-fight winning 
streak. “It will take care of 
my family; they’re the only 
thing I do this for. I’m just 
happy for the opportunity.”
 Mike Richman 
made relatively quick work 
of Akop Stepanyan, win-
ning by technical knockout 
at 4:05 of the first round. 
Stepanyan buckled the 
Minnesotan with a hard 
right hook, but Richman 
was able recover. He fired 
back with a hook of his own, 
flooring his Russian oppo-
nent, causing referee Herb 
Dean to stop the contest.  
 “This win felt amaz-
ing,” Richman said. “He 
hit me, but I wasn’t going 
down like that. I just start-
ed swinging and looked for 
that opening.”
A revised poster for Bellator 106.
Photo Courtesy of tapology.com.
Corey Aron
stAff WritEr
Photo Courtesy of facebok.com/RedSox.
The Boston Red Sox celebrate their first World Series title at home since 1918.
 Boston Red Sox clos-
er Koji Uehara was nothing 
short of stellar through-
out the playoffs this post-
season. Despite not being 
able to speak English very 
well, Koji’s infant son Kaz 
couldn’t have responded 
any better to Fox Sports 
reporter Erin Andrews on 
how both his father and the 
rest of the Red Sox Nation 
around him must have been 
feeling. 
 He responded, “good” 
towards how proud he was 
of his father, and “crazy” on 
how hard little Kaz was go-
ing to party that evening. 
These one-word answers 
had given the long awaited 
95 years of finally clinching 
a World Series at Fenway 
Park into perspective. 
 The franchise’s 
eighth World Series cham-
pionship had also put into 
perspective just how “Bos-
ton Strong” the city and 
Red Sox team have been 
this past year.
 Manager John Far-
rell was always destined to 
manage this ball club.  Un-
fortunately, it took a year of 
finishing in last place un-
der former manager Bobby 
Valentine to come to the 
realization that Farrell was 
the right man for the job all 
along. 
 Dustin Pedroia, the 
second baseman and cap-
tain, wasn’t afraid to speak 
his mind during last season 
that there’s a certain regi-
ment on how things should 
work around that club-
house. It gives more credit 
to Farrell in knowing how 
to bring back the team’s 
chemistry and made it fun 
again for guys like Pedroia 
and David Ortiz in playing 
the game they love. 
 Ortiz has even al-
most upstaged Mr. October 
himself, Reggie Jackson. 
Technically, Ortiz’s num-
bers in the postseason are 
better than Jackson’s. Any-
one who bats a .688 average 
in the World Series is pretty 
darn special in my book. 
 It will be interesting 
to see if Major League Base-
ball will budge in letting 
David Ortiz into the Hall of 
Fame considering his past 
usage of performance en-
hancing drugs. The biggest 
performance of quite possi-
bly any major leaguer this 
season was starting pitcher 
John Lackey. 
 Going into this year, 
Lackey had been an utter 
disappointment since he 
signed with the Sox back 
in 2009.  However, he came 
into this season refocused 
and in much better shape. 
 Nobody could have 
ever imagined how well 
he would pitch throughout 
the regular season, but it 
was mostly his sheer will 
to shine in the playoffs, in-
cluding winning the World 
Series clincher. 
 Lackey will go down 
in the record books as being 
the only pitcher in the sports 
history to win two clinching 
World Series games on two 
different teams, as he was 
able to accomplish this feat 
11 years ago with the Ana-
heim Angels. 
 Lackey mentioned 
that his time with the Red 
Sox has been “tough, and 
there have been some things 
that haven’t been a whole 
lot of fun.” Now that he’s 
proven his worth, he said, 
“I’m going to enjoy it more 
celebrating with my team-
mates and the people that 
have always been there for 
me.” 
 Despite falling short, 
the St. Louis Cardinals are 
the epitome on what ev-
ery organization strives to 
become.  The funny thing 
was that their best rookie 
pitcher of the bunch, Shelby 
Miller, had a tired arm and 
wasn’t able to make his im-
pact felt during the postsea-
son. 
 With the likes of 
stud pitchers like Michael 
Wacha and Joe Kelly, the 
Cardinals should be rel-
evant for a long time to 
come.  The Cards also have 
a couple of highly-touted 
hitting prospects, including 
outfielder Oscar Tavares, 
who will most likely emerge 
onto the scene next season 
to replace free agent Carlos 
Beltran. 
 They also have in-
fielder Kolten Wong, who 
was able to get some expo-
sure during the World Se-
ries. However, it wasn’t the 
type of exposure that Wong 
had envisioned, considering 
he ended Game 2 by getting 
picked off at first base. 
 In an interview with 
Brooklyn Nets play-by-play 
commentator Ian Eagle. 
He correctly predicted the 
Sox to win in six games. He 
said it best that this team 
is “riding this destiny’s dar-
ling type of band wagon. 
They’ve got that ‘it’ factor 
which helps give them the 
right experience and vibes 
to bring to the table.”    
 The Sox will have 
some questions to attend to-
wards this offseason as well 
as any other team, but they 
will have in the back of their 
minds in knowing that they 
are going to wear the crown 
as the defending champions 
of baseball until next Octo-
ber comes around.
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‘Montclarion’ Staff NFL Predictions
Cowboys vs. Saints
Broncos vs. Chargers
Texans vs. Cardinals
Bengals vs. Ravens
Bills vs. Steelers
Rams vs. Colts
Jaguars vs. Titans
Eagles vs. Packers
Lions vs. Bears
Seahawks vs. Falcons
Raiders vs. Giants
Redskins vs. Vikings
Panthers vs. 49’ers
Giants
Seahawks
Lions 
Eagles
Titans
Colts
Steelers
Bengals
49’ers
Cardinals
Broncos
Saints
Giants
Seahawks
Lions
Packers
Titans
Colts
Steelers
Bengals
Panthers
Cardinals
Broncos
Saints
Giants
Seahawks
Lions
Eagles
Titans
Colts
Bills
Bengals
49’ers
Texans
Broncos
Cowboys
 This year, the Montclarion sports section is bringing 
back a fun segment that has been absent the last few seasons. 
Each week, the Sports Editor, Editor-in-Chief and Arts Editor 
will make their predictions on the upcoming NFL games. Join 
in and do the same with your friends to see who knows the 
NFL the best.
     = This week’s winner
Redskins Redskins Redskins
70-48 72-46
Nick (Sports) Jessica (E.i.C.) Jonathan (Arts)
This Week 7-6
70-48
This Week 6-7 This Week 7-6
Who’s Hot This Week
Jessica Kiniery
Midfielder — Soccer
Kiniery was named NJAC Offensive 
Player of  the Week by recording her 
second hat trick of  the season in the 
Red Hawks’ 9-0 rout of  Ramapo Col-
lege to finish the season 17-0.
Game of the Week
Womens Soccer
vs. TCNJ
Nov. 8, 7 p.m.
MSU takes the field against TCNJ 
for the NJAC title and automatic 
bid into the NCAA tournament.
For updates, check out:
www.montclairathletics.com 
and follow
@TheMontclarion on 
Twitter and Instagram
Season Stats
Goals - 10
Assists - 3
SOG% - .741
Who’s Hot This Week
Adnon Sakiri
Linebacker — Football
Sakiri played a key role in MSU’s 40-13 
win over William Paterson by record-
ing eight tackles and two turnovers (a 
forced fumble and an interception).
Season Stats
Solo Tackles - 49
Ast. Tackles - 31
Forced Fumbles - 3
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Dolphins vs. Bucs Dolphins Dolphins Dolphins
MontclarionSports@gmail.com
Visit themontclarion.org for recaps and updates of 
weekend games and events.
Sports
Mike Panepinto
stAff WritEr
Red Hawks Remain Unbeaten
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 The Montclair State 
womens soccer team finished 
their regular season at 17-0 
overall and 9-0 in the New 
Jersey Athletic Conference 
(NJAC). 
 MSU is the 10th dif-
ferent sports team in school 
history to have a perfect reg-
ular season.  DIIISoccer.com 
ranked the Red Hawks #1 and 
the National Soccer Coach-
es Association of America 
(NSCAA) placed them at #6.
 Montclair State hosted 
Ramapo College in their final 
game on MSU’s Senior Day on 
Oct. 30. The Red Hawks domi-
nated throughout and won the 
game 9-0. 
 Three minutes into the 
match, junior forward Kalia 
Fasano scored the first goal of 
the match thanks to an assist 
from senior midfielder Jessica 
Kiniery.  
 Less than two minutes 
later, Jessica Bonjione netted 
a goal of her own off a free 
kick. Kiniery accounted for 
the next two goals before the 
ten-minute mark off of connec-
tions from Fasano and junior 
midfielder Kerry Glynn. 
 Freshman forward 
Jennie Hornstra joined in on 
the action next with two scores 
off of hook-ups by sophomore 
forward Stefanie Gomes and 
junior midfielder Brittany 
Cooper.  
 Junior Melanie Greco 
delivered the second goal of 
the second half by winning a 
loose ball and finding the back 
of the net at 49:31 in the con-
test. 
 Sophomore forward 
Kendel Bernardini notched 
a goal for herself in the 50th 
minute thanks to a corner kick 
from freshman defender Erin 
Sullivan.  
 Kiniery completed the 
hat trick in the 70th minute 
off a through ball from senior 
defender Allison Whacker. Ju-
nior and freshmen goalkeep-
ers Gina Policastro, Meghan 
Calcaterra and Rachel King 
all combined in the shutout for 
Montclair State.
   Whacker, Bonjione 
and Policastro have all been 
named to the Capital One Aca-
demic All-District 2 Division 
III Women’s Soccer Teams.  
 These are the first 
three athletes in women’s soc-
cer history to ever receive the 
The championship game against TCNJ will mark the eighth 
time the two teams will play each other for the NJAC title. 
Photo Courtesy of Sports Information.
honor, and they now have a 
chance to be a part of the Capi-
tal One Academic All-America 
Team.  
 To be considered, a 
student must be a starter or 
key reserve for the team, have 
a 3.30 GPA out of 4.00, have 
sophomore academic/athletic 
status and be nominated by 
the sports information direc-
tor at the school.  
 Whacker currently 
has a 3.90 GPA and has been 
named NJAC Defensive Play-
er of the Week twice.  Bonjione 
also has a 3.90 grade point av-
erage and has been a strong 
defender on a team that leads 
Division III in shutouts and 
goals allowed.  
 Policastro currently is 
at a 3.62 GPA and leads Di-
vision III nationally in goals 
against average at 0.14.
 Senior forward Jessica 
Kiniery has been named the 
NJAC Offensive Player of the 
Week.  This comes after Ki-
niery posted a hat trick and as-
sist against Ramapo.  She now 
has 10 goals and 23 points on 
the year, which leads the team 
and currently puts her at sixth 
in the NJAC in both catego-
ries. The win helped MSU tie 
the school record for wins in a 
season at 17, set back in 2000.
 The result was not 
available at press time for the 
Red Hawks’ last game against 
Richard Stockton at 7 p.m., 
at the Montclair State Soccer 
Park in the semifinals of the 
NJAC Conference Tourna-
ment.  MSU defeated Richard 
Stockton earlier this season by 
a final score of 3-0. 
